
We would like to study the tunneling of an electron out of a localized state that is coupled to

a large potentially infinite system. For example a quantum dot with an electron that can

tunnel into a large graphene sheet or nanotube.

Let us call the localized object A.  We have some method of knowing the initial state of the

electron which is localized in A --- for example we have a tight binding Hamiltonian

description so we can isolate the Hamiltonian for A only and find a localized eigenstate of

interest.

We will call the localized starting state in A

We call the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the total system of A plus the large sheet or

nanotube

The wave function of the electron at any given time is

We want to solve for the time dependent wave function given initial state 
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This is formally correct but not very practical for computation since we can never model an I

finite sheet. Some obvious approaches:

1. Make the sheet finite and very big and try to converge versus its size. In principle

guaranteed to work, in practice can be very slow to converge.

2. Take a finite sheet and glue it along the edges to a mathematically infinite sheet by using

the infinite ideal sheet Green's function or similar approach. As long as the finite sheet is big

enough to be unaffected by A at the edges, this will take one immediately to the infinite limit.

Also one knows the solution of an infinite ideal sheet since one can solve it separately using

Bloch's theorem. The main difficulty comes in the complexity of doing the gluing.

3. Take a finite sheet and A and make it structurally periodic by making infinite copies of it.

Then one has again a periodic system with a finite sized unit cell and one can use Bloch's

theorem to get the eigenstates and thus be in the infinite size limit easily. This is easiest to

implement but one is not solving the problem posed. One is solving an electron leaving A not

into an infinite sheet but into an infinite sheet with periodic copies of A on it. Whether this

creates some serious error or not that converges poorly with unit cell size is unclear at this

point.

Let us then choose option 3 and see what it means.

Please note that our starting state is the electron on A in a specific unit cell and not delocalized

over all A.  Here is the schematic:
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